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Anita Rogers Gallery is pleased to present When Love Comes To Town, a solo exhibition of 

works by George Negroponte. On view are his mixed media paintings completed over the last 

several years using house paint, spackle, gesso, wallpaper, dirt, enamel, inventory circle labels, 

and spray paint on canvas, as well as found objects from the surrounding woods. Negroponte’s 

works on paper, first begun in Sweden in 2008, were set aside for a decade and resumed this 

past year in collaboration with his wife, Virva Hinnemo. These small and evocative 

compositions include truncated shapes, veil-like mists, vehement and nuanced marks, unusual 

color, and punctuated holes. While all the works are marked by an indeterminable amount of 

paint, some are diptychs with tree fragments and found objects. Negroponte takes pains to 

tackle the unlikely reconciliation of incongruent parts.  

 

The artist Betti Franceschi writes: 

 

George’s new works are evocations more than representations. They conjure the ephemeral 

by the simplest, most practical means. They are small enough to feel private to the 

viewer.  Sparse, excruciatingly molded, and relentlessly edited, The “Walkings on Water” go 

against any rational depiction of walking, as they ground and envelop the viewer in a living 

atmosphere of air and light. Their levitation is like a child's supernatural powers projected upon 
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the world. The “Marriages” evoke the most essential elements: earth, air, and fire. They are the 

charmed remains of an always fresh and intensely personal collusion. It’s not that George 

brings his life into his work: he is so completely invested in both that life can’t stay out, and, in 

the end, we are graciously invited to see what matters most to him. 

 

For further information and photographs, please contact Elizabeth Thompson at 

elizabeth.thompson@anitarogersgallery.com, or call 347.604.2346. The gallery is open Monday 

through Saturday 10am – 6pm. 

 
Above: My Rothko. 2018. Mixed Media on Canvas. 8” x 8”. Photo by Jenny Gorman.  
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